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III. BLACK ART IN A WHITE LAND  
 
It was in the early years of African slavery.. 
 
We talking after the point where the nation decided that slaves were essential for the 
exploitation of the land's natural resources 
 

 
 
 but before the techniques of enslavement had been perfected. 

 
 As a part of the subjugation process, newly arrived Africans- the one’s who had survived 
the dreaded middle-passage-were separated from those of the same tribe. You know, the 
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one’s that were barred from using their native language or practicing their customs. While 
required to learn sufficient English to understand the white masters who would rule their 
lives, penalties for actually learning to read and write were severe.  

 
Despite the dangers, we know that many of the enslaved did acquire basic literacy skills.  

 
The Bible was often their primer as well as the primary access to their adopted religion, 
Christianity. The Africans were allowed to sing. It is said that many had voices that were 
pleasant to the ear, and their singing in the evening after a day of hard labor in the fields or 
in the master's house, seemed an innocent relaxation for the slaves and those who owned 
them. It was a long time before the masters learned, if they ever did, that the slaves used 
their songs as a means of communication: giving warning, conveying information about 
escapes planned and carried out, and simply for uplifting the spirit and fortifying the soul.  

 
It was even longer before the Spirituals were recognized as a theology in song, a new 
interpretation of Christianity, one far closer to the original than that practiced by those 
who hoped the Bible would serve as a tool of pacification, not enlightenment. 
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 At some point, white scholars must have heard the Spirituals. It is easy to imagine their 
reaction. Even the most hostile would have had to admit that the sometimes joyous and 
often plaintive melodies had a surface attraction. The scholars would have concluded, 
though, that the basically primitive song-chants were not capable of complex development 
and were certainly too simplistic to convey sophisticated musical ideas. The music, 
moreover, was not in classical form, likely deemed a fatal defect. Indeed, the slave songs 
were not even written down by those unknown persons who had composed them. Surely, 
these simple melodies could not be compared with the lieder of Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, 
or Brahms. 

 
Whatever they were, the critics would conclude, these songs were not art. There was no 
potential in the music for intellectual inspiration as opposed to purely emotional 
satisfaction. Of course, the critics might concede, in the hands of classically trained 
composers and musicians, the Spirituals might serve as folk melodies from which true art 
might be rendered. Stephen Foster was said to have done this, and later Antonin Dvorak, 
and still later, George Gershwin. Many others followed. A few of them credited the genius 
in the slave songs, but most simply took what they wanted and called it their own without 
acknowledgement of the sources that, when asked, they deprecated and denied.  
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Need it be said that fortunes were made through the utilization and often the corruption of 
the slave melodies? Need it be said that those who originated this music seldom benefitted 
financially from their creations? There is no surprise here. A nation built on the backs of 
black labor would have little difficulty profiting from the product of black minds and hearts. 


